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The precursory phase of large earthquakes
Quentin Bletery1* and Jean-Mathieu Nocquet1,2

The existence of an observable precursory phase of slip on the fault before large earthquakes has
been debated for decades. Although observations preceding several large earthquakes have been
proposed as possible indicators of precursory slip, these observations do not directly precede
earthquakes, are not seen before most events, and are also commonly observed without being followed
by earthquakes. We conducted a global search for short-term precursory slip in GPS data. We
summed the displacements measured by 3026 high-rate GPS time series—projected onto the directions
expected from precursory slip at the hypocenter—during 48 hours before 90 (moment magnitude
≥7) earthquakes. Our approach reveals a ≈2-hour-long exponential acceleration of slip before the
ruptures, suggesting that large earthquakes start with a precursory phase of slip, which improvements in
measurement precision and density could more effectively detect and possibly monitor.

D
etecting precursors to natural disasters
is key for predicting those events and
minimizing human and economic losses.
The search for earthquake precursors has
been a long-standing pursuit, withmuch

hope being placed in the concept of earthquake
prediction in the early 1970s (1). The potential
for earthquake prediction was later seriously
reassessed when theoretical studies suggested
that earthquakes are nonlinear processes that
are highly sensitive to unmeasurably fine de-
tails of the physical conditions at depth (2, 3).
In the past decade, the idea has grown that large
earthquakes initiate with a potentially observ-
able slow aseismic phase of slip on the fault,
associated with increasedmicroseismicity (4–18).
On the basis of either geodetic or seismic data,
these studies suggest that earthquake precur-
sors exist and that therefore earthquakes could
be anticipated minutes (4), days (5, 7, 15, 18),
weeks (6), months (7–12), or even years (13)
before they occur.
Nevertheless, all these analyses are based on

records preceding only a few earthquakes,
strongly limiting the generalization of the
observation. Moreover, slow aseismic slip events
associated with increased microseismicity are
routinely observed and most of the time do
not precede a large earthquake (19–24), which
further calls into question the causal relationship
between these proposed precursory signals and
the earthquakes. Another critical point is that
these observations on natural faults do not
show a continuous process culminating in the
earthquake. Indeed, whether the observations
come from geodetic or seismic data, they show
evidence of a slow slip or a microseismic crisis
that usually stops days or weeks before the
catastrophic event (4–6, 8–18). None of these
observations show an exponential buildup of

the aseismic slip leading to the rupture, which
is expected from laboratory experiments (25–28)
and numerical models (29–31). One exception is
a global analysis of the seismicity preceding
large earthquakes, which does find an expo-
nential increase in the number of earthquakes
ranging from years up to hours preceding
large events (7).

Global stack of high-rate GPS data preceding
large earthquakes

We investigated the existence of precursory
signals in high-rate (5-min) GPS data recorded
in the 48 hours precedingmoment magnitude
(Mw) ≥ 7.0 earthquakes worldwide (Fig. 1). We
quantitatively test the hypothesis that earth-
quakes start with a precursory phase of slow
aseismic slip at the location of the hypocenter
of the forthcoming event. We calculate the
expected displacements measured by GPS sta-
tions induced by such precursory slip (32). For
each earthquake, i, for each station, j, and at
each time step, t, we then calculate the dot
product of the observed horizontal displace-
ment, ui; j tð Þ , with the horizontal displace-
ment, →gi;j , expected from a unit precursory
slip in the direction of the impending earth-
quake. If the observation is consistent with
precursory slip—that is, if →ui; j tð Þ and →gi; j have
similar orientations—then the dot product
will be positive. If GPS data do not contain
any signal related to precursory slip, the dot
product,→ui; j tð Þ ˙

→gi; j, is equally likely to be pos-
itive or negative.
Using the global catalog of GPS data pro-

cessed by theNevadaGeodetic Laboratory (33),
we calculate this dot product for each earth-
qake and for each station and then sum their
contributions at each (5-min) time step (with
respect to the earthquake origin times) to
obtain the stack time series

SðtÞ ¼
XNeq

i¼1

XNstðiÞ

j¼1

→ui; jðtÞ· →gi; j

s2i; j
ð1Þ

in the 2 days preceding the earthquake origin
times, where si,j is an estimate of the noise
amplitude at each station (32). Division by
the square of the noise amplitude provides a
weighted stack (34–36). The dot product with
the expected displacement field, →gi; j , gives a
greater weight to measurements at stations
where larger displacement is expected from
precursory slip—that is, at stations located close
to the hypocenter of the upcoming earthquake.
If GPS data do not contain any earthquake
precursory signal, we expect S to exhibit no
obvious trend. Coherent noise structures remi-
niscent of colored noise in GPS data are expected
to be strongly attenuatedby the stack onmultiple
earthquakes, which should not share coherent
noise patterns. Consistently, the distribution of
S as a function of time shows no obvious co-
herent pattern from 48 to 2 hours before the
earthquakes (Fig. 2A). However, in the 2 hours
preceding the events, the stack reveals a
positive trend, supporting the hypothesis of
a growing slip in the hypocenter area (Fig. 2A).

Statistical analysis of potential
precursory signals

To reduce the high-frequency noise level, we
calculate a moving average using time win-
dows of 1 hour and 50 min (Fig. 2B). We find
that the maximum of the moving average is
the last point (the average of the stack in the
1 hour and 50min preceding the earthquakes).
Its ratio to the maximum of the stack moving
average in the last 2 days (excluding the latest
1 hour and 50 min) is 1.82 (a moving median
gives a slightly larger ratio of 2.1). The like-
lihood that the last point of themoving average
is the largest by chance is less than 0.2% (32).
The likelihood that the last point of themoving
average is twice as large as the maximum on
the [−48,−2]-hour time period ismuch smaller.
The ratio between the last point of the moving
average and the standard deviation of the stack
moving average in the last 2 days (excluding the
latest 1 hour and 50 min) provides an estimate
of the signal-to-noise ratio and is equal to 3.85
(3.9 with a moving median). Moreover, we find
that the last 23 points of the moving average
monotonically increase and that the last 7 points
exceed the maximum in the [−48, −2]-hour
period. Thismeans that these last 7 points of the
moving average are larger than all values in the
48 hours before them. We perform the analy-
sis on 100,000 random time windows of GPS
data not preceding earthquakes. The last point
of the moving average exceeds 1.82, and the
23 last points monotonically increase (the
value found before the earthquakes) for only
0.03% of the drawn samples (32), providing
a rough estimate of the likelihood that the
signal we observe arises from noise.
S is well fitted by an exponential function of

time constant t = 1.3 hours (Fig. 2C). Themisfit
reduction of the fitted exponential function in
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the last 1 hour and 50 min is 79% (32), mean-
ing that 79% of the signal in the last 1 hour and
50 min of S is explained by an exponential
function. To facilitate interpretation, S can be
converted into cumulative moment of preslip
through a simple coefficient of proportionality
(32). The exponential fit in moment can then
be seen as a template of precursory (cumulative)
moment release on the fault, suggesting that on
average, earthquakes have an exponential-like
precursory phase as predicted by laboratory
experiments (25–28) and dynamic models
(29–31). The average cumulative moment ob-

tained before the rupture (the last point in Fig.
2C) is 3.9 × 1018 N·m, corresponding to a Mw

of 6.3. Such a magnitude and duration locate
precursory slip in the observation gap of fault-
slip phenomena between slow aseismic slip
and earthquakes (37). A more subtle, but no-
ticeable, feature in S is a long-period oscilla-
tion. The best sinusoidal fit to S (Fig. 2D) gives
a period of 12.9 hours, close to the period of
tides (12.4 hours). However, the misfit reduc-
tion of the fitted sinusoidal function is only
10%, making the sinusoidal signal in S much
less obvious than the exponential one.

To test whether the observed signals are
related to fault slip in the area of the forth-
coming earthquakes, we replace →gi;j with unit
vectors pointing to arbitrary fixed directions;
for simplicity, we use the east and north di-
rections (32). The stack we obtain shows no
signal similar to what we observe in the last
2 hours of S, nor long-period oscillation (fig.
S1). This rules out that the shape of S results
from a spatially correlated common-mode
error in GPS data and strongly supports that
the source of the signals we observed in S is
related to processes taking place in the direct
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Fig. 1. Earthquakes and GPS stations used in the study. (Top) Distribution
and focal mechanisms (beachball plots) of the 90 Mw ≥ 7 earthquakes with
2 days of 5-min GPS records (with no gap and no noticeable foreshock) available
within a 500-km radius of the epicenters. Mechanism sizes are indicative of event

magnitudes. Colors indicate the number of time series available for each event.
(Bottom) Distribution of the 3026 GPS stations with complete records in the 2 days
preceding the 90 earthquakes shown above (the earthquake list is given in table S1).
(Insets) Enlarged subpanels show areas of high station concentration.
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Fig. 2. Global stack in the direction of expected slip. (A) Global stack S of
3026 time series recorded before 90 earthquakes as a function of time relative
to each earthquake origin time. (B) A 1-hour-and-50-min moving average of S
normalized by its standard deviation on the [−48-hour, −1-hour-50-min] time
period, superimposed on S. The upper horizontal dashed line indicates the
maximum of the moving average (excluding the last 1 hour and 50 min). The
lower horizontal dashed line indicates the 0 base line (above which observations
are consistent with precursory slip). The vertical dashed line indicates the

time after which the stack gives only positive values (1 hour and 55 min).
The last point of the moving average is 1.82 times as large as the maximum
on the [−48-hour, −1-hour-50-min] time period and 3.85 times as large
as the standard deviation, providing a rough estimate of the signal-to-noise
ratio. (C) Stack converted into moment (supplementary materials)
with best exponential fit superimposed (time constant t = 1.3 hours).
(D) Stack in moment with best sinusoidal fit superimposed (period
T = 1.9 hours).
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vicinity of the hypocenter of the impending
earthquakes.

The case of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake

The Tohoku-Oki earthquake (2011, Mw 9.0) is
the largest event in our dataset. The event
was also recorded by the largest number of
stations (355 full time series) and is one of the
few events for which short-term precursory ac-
tivity was suggested by microseismicity analy-
ses (5). We show the dot product stack for
the Tohoku-Oki earthquake alone, STO, in the
24 hours preceding the event (Fig. 3). STO sug-
gests precursory slip that is similar to S. It also
reveals an unexpected but relatively clear sinu-
soidal shape. As for the global stack, we verify
that when replacing →gi;j with unit vectors
pointing in the east and north directions, the

signal vanishes (fig. S2), strongly suggesting
that this sinusoidal behavior is not related to
GPS noise but rather is caused by processes
taking place in the direct vicinity of the hypo-
center of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
We find that the best fit for STO is a sinu-

soidal function of period TTO = 3.6 hours. The
misfit reduction for the 24-hour time series is
72%. We try to fit sinusoidal functions to dot
product stacks calculated at 833 randomly
selected 48-hour-long time windows and find
0 fit for which the misfit reduction is as high
at periods below 12 hours (32). We also try to
fit sinusoidal functions to dot product stacks
calculated by changing the location of the syn-
thetic source (32) and find 0 source locations
that give a misfit reduction as high as for the
location of the Tohoku earthquake (fig. S11A).

This means that, exploring both time and
space, the most periodic signal obtained in
STO is found just before the event, consid-
ering a source located at the location of the
hypocenter (32). We do not believe that sinu-
soidal slip has been observed on natural faults
before, but similar phenomena have been ob-
served before glacier breakoff (38, 39). More
precisely, glacier precursory signals are log
periodic, meaning that the oscillation period
decreases when getting closer to the rupture
and the amplitude increases (38, 39). Log-
periodic precursory activity also arises from
earthquake-rupture models (40, 41). As for the
global stack, we convert STO into moment,
which can be seen as an (integrated) precursory
source time function. The amplitude of the
fitted sinusoid is 1.0 × 1019 N·m, corresponding
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Fig. 3. Stack in the direction of expected slip for Tohoku. (A) Stack of 355 time series recorded before the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. (B) Same as (A)
converted in moment release with best sinusoidal fit superimposed (period TTO = 3.6 hours). (C) Residual of the moment-release stack with the sinusoidal fit
(blue dots) and best exponential fit (red curve, time constant tTO = 1.5 hours).
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to aMw of 6.6. This large hypothetical precur-
sory oscillation resembles the resonance ef-
fect predicted by rate-and-state friction laws
when the fault approaches its critical state
(42). The residual of STO with the sinusoid can
be fitted by an exponential of time constant
TTO = 1.5 hours, which is similar to the time
constant of the global stack. The associated
cumulative moment release is 2.9 × 1019 N·m,
corresponding to aMw of 6.9.

Contributions of individual earthquakes

Because the signal is large in STO and has a
potentially large weight in S, we verify that
when removing STO from the stack, the signal
is still present (fig. S3). We generalize the pro-
cess and evaluate the relative contribution of
each earthquake in the signal observed in the
last 2 hours and in the overall stack (32). We
find that the signal is not overly dominated by
one or a few earthquakes even though we see
larger contributions from earthquakes recorded
by many stations and by stations located close
to the source of the impending earthquakes
(fig. S4). In details, 52 earthquakes (58% of the
total) contribute positively to the global stack
during the last 2 hours, but these 52 earth-
quakes represent 2235 time series (74% of
the time series) (32). Additionally, we calcu-
late the average of the last 2 hours for the
stacks on all earthquakes and find very simi-
lar figures: Fifty-four earthquakes (60%) have
a positivemean in the last 2 hours of the stack,
but these 54 earthquakes represent 2251 time
series (74% of the total).

Discussion

Because the exponential function is always
positive andmonotonically increasing, a poten-
tial exponential acceleration of slip in the di-
rection of the upcoming coseismic slip would
sum constructively, making it likely to appear
in the global stack. To the contrary, theoscillation
properties of the sinusoidal function make a
potential sinusoidal preslip unlikely to appear
in a multiearthquake stack. Nonetheless, the
global stack exhibits a weak sinusoidal signal.
Even though the misfit reduction provided by
the sinusoidal fit is only 10%, the best-fitting
function has two interesting properties: (i) Its
period (12.9 hours) is very close to the period
of tides (12.4 hours), and (ii) its value at the
earthquake origin time is close to its maximum
(Fig. 2D). These two properties can potentially
explain how stacked oscillations could interfere
positively: A common excitation source could
result in a common excited period, and an
earthquake triggering at the most favorable
time could explain the absence of phase lag.
Correlations have been observed between tides
and microseismicity (43, 44), suggesting tidal
modulation of slow aseismic slip (45, 46). Cor-
relations between tides and earthquakes have
also been observed in time periods preceding

large earthquakes, suggesting that when the
faults are approaching the critical stage of
failure, tidal loading may initiate a rupture
(47, 48). A 12-hour oscillation on the faults in
the days preceding the events is therefore phy-
sically consistent with a tidal excitation of the
system, possibly enhancedby a resonance effect
(42), as the faults reach their critical state.

Conclusions

Our analysis indicates that, on average, earth-
quakes start with a ≈2-hour-long exponential-
like acceleration of slow slip. Analysis of
foreshock activity also suggests exponential
acceleration of fault slip but over a much wider
range of timescales (7). The observation we
make on GPS time series might be the very
end of much a longer process of precursory
slip. Although present instrumental capacities
do not allow us to identify precursory slip at
the scale of individual earthquakes, our obser-
vation suggests that precursory signals exist
and that the precision required to monitor
them is not orders of magnitudes away from
our present capabilities.
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Editor’s summary
Unlike some volcanic eruptions, no clear set of precursor signals have been identified for large earthquakes. Bletery
and Nocquet analyzed high-rate GPS time series before 90 different earthquakes that were magnitude 7 and above
to find a precursor signal (see the Perspective by Bürgmann). They observed a subtle signal that rose from the noise
about 2 hours before these major earthquakes occurred. This work may allow fault monitoring for this precursor phase
with denser and higher-precision instrumentation. —Brent Grocholski
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